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ABSTRACT
Electron-temperature (Te) measurements in implosions provide valuable diagnostic information, as Te is unaffected by residual flows and
other non-thermal effects unlike ion temperature inferred from a fusion product spectrum. In OMEGA cryogenic implosions, measurement of
Te(t) can be used to investigate effects related to time-resolved hot-spot energy balance. The proposed diagnostic utilizes five fast-rise (∼15 ps)
scintillator channels with distinct x-ray filtering. Titanium and stepped aluminum filtering were chosen to maximize detector sensitivity in
the 10 keV–20 keV range, as it has been shown that these x rays have similar density and temperature weighting to the emitted deuterium–
tritium fusion neutrons. Initial data collected using a prototype nosecone on the existing neutron temporal diagnostic demonstrate the validity
of this diagnostic technique. The proposed system will be capable of measuring spatially integrated Te(t) with 20 ps time resolution and <10%
uncertainty at peak emission in cryogenic DT implosions.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0042329., s

I. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

The goal of an inertial confinement fusion (ICF) experiment
is to spherically compress deuterium and tritium (D and T) fuel
to reach the high temperatures and densities necessary to achieve
a burning plasma state. A DT fuel-shell is accelerated to high
velocity. Shell kinetic energy is transferred to thermal energy of
the central DT plasma (hot-spot), increasing the hot-spot density
and temperature.1,2 To reach ignition, this compression must hap-
pen symmetrically, efficiently transferring energy from the shell to
the hot-spot. The details of this energy transfer and the overall

hot-spot energy balance must be understood to push toward fusion
ignition.

Current understanding of hot-spot thermal energy relies heav-
ily on ion temperatures inferred from the width of a fusion prod-
uct spectrum, primarily from the DT-neutron and DD-neutron.3

These measurements do provide valuable information but are not
solely dependent on the hot-spot temperature as residual flows
can substantially broaden the measured spectra and increase the
apparent ion temperature.4–7 In contrast, electron temperatures (Te)
inferred from the shape of the emitted x-ray spectrum are unaf-
fected by residual kinetic energy. For this reason, measured Te can
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provide valuable information about the thermal energy of the hot-
spot, which will be used to investigate hot-spot energy balance,
impacts of residual kinetic energy, ion–electron equilibration, and
compression efficiency. In the cryo-DT implosions conducted at the
OMEGA laser facility, the electrons and ions thermally equilibrate
during peak compression.8 This makes a spatially integrated time-
resolved Te measurement critical for understanding hot-spot energy
balance.

The focus of this work is the design and initial testing of
a fast-rise-scintillator-based diagnostic, which measures multiple
x-ray emission histories at different energies at OMEGA. This diag-
nostic will be referred to as the Cryo Particle X-ray Temporal Diag-
nostic (CryoPXTD) as it is a new upgraded version of the existing
Particle X-ray Temporal Diagnostic (PXTD)9 with better temporal
resolution and shielding to allow the use on high-yield cryo-DT
implosions. This paper will focus on x-ray measurement, but the
system will also be capable of measuring fusion product emission
histories. The measured x-ray emission histories are used to infer the
time-resolved electron temperature [Te(t)] with 20 ps time resolu-
tion and 10% uncertainty at peak emission. The subsequent sections
discuss diagnostic requirements for achieving these goals, as well as
initial tests using a prototype design that is based on the existing
neutron temporal diagnostic (NTD) infrastructure.10

II. DIAGNOSTIC DESIGN
A synthetic diagnostic was used to simulate streak images sim-

ilar to real data. The relative signal level in the different chan-
nels was computed using tabulated transmission as a function of
photon energy for filters and energy absorption for the scintillator
material.11 A LILAC12 hydrodynamic simulation of OMEGA Cryo
implosion 84646 was post processed with SPECT3D13 to compute
the total time-resolved x-ray emission spectrum. This was fed into
the synthetic diagnostic to produce a streak image, and the input
spectrum was scaled so that the synthetic signal level was consis-
tent with data collected with a prototype system. Realistic noise
caused by fusion DT-neutron (DTn) directly impacting the streak
camera was sampled directly from the background of NTD. The
synthetic data were analyzed by first taking line-outs to produce
measured time histories. Then, the data are binned on the 20 ps
time scale, and the simulated impulse response function is decon-
volved from each channel. This results in multiple x-ray emission
histories. The histories in each time bin are fit to an exponential
bremsstrahlung spectrum to infer Te(t) using tabulated transmission
and absorption properties. Inferring Te(t) using differential x-ray fil-
tering is the technique employed by the existing PXTD9 and hard
x-ray detector14 on OMEGA. Differential filtering was chosen over
crystal-based measurements, such as NIF’s continuum x-ray spec-
trometer,15 for increased signal statistics and the flexibility to mea-
sure different x-ray energy ranges and fusion products with a simple
filter change.

A. Channel and filter selection
1. Number of channels

The system utilizes multiple scintillator channels within a
20 mm diameter cross section positioned 90 mm from the target

chamber center (TCC) to measure the shape of the emitted
x-ray spectrum. Increasing the number of channels provides more
information about the spectral shape and decreases the impact of
random errors in the filter calibrations. Including too many chan-
nels decreases the photon statistics in each channel and therefore
increases the statistical uncertainty of the Te measurement. The
number of channels should be selected to minimize the uncertainty
in the inferred Te. The synthetic diagnostic was used to simulate
the impact of the realistic signal to noise ratio, photon statistics,16

and filter thickness calibration uncertainty of 0.5 μm. The system
uncertainty at peak x-ray emission with three to eight scintillator
channels was calculated. Based on these calculations, five channels
are selected as they provide 8% uncertainty and are robust to cali-
bration errors. This design requires that the optical relay images the
20 mm scintillator array with 0.4 mm spatial resolution.

2. Filter material and thickness
To infer Te, each of the five channels must have a differ-

ent filter thickness and/or a material to be sensitive to different
x-ray energies. The CryoPXTD is designed to measure x rays in the
10 keV–20 keV range. This range is selected for the x-ray measure-
ment to be weighted to similar regions as the DTn allows direct
comparison to nuclear observables.8 Through optimization with the
synthetic diagnostic, it was found that a 100 μm thick Ti filter
in combination with stepped Al filters 100 μm, 200 μm, 300 μm,
400 μm, and 500 μm thick meets the energy-range requirement while
preserving the high photon statistics necessary to achieve <10%
uncertainty at peak emission. The physical height of each scintillator
channel is varied to equalize the total statistics across all channels.
The final front end design is shown in Fig. 1. The simulated rela-
tive efficiencies of these five channels are shown in Fig. 2(a), and the
expected signal vs energy for a Te = 3 keV bremsstrahlung spectrum
is shown in Fig. 2(b). At Te = 3 keV, >90% of the signal amplitude
from all the five channels comes from x rays in the 10 keV–20 keV
range. The actual efficiencies have been measured using a filter
characterization test bench to minimize uncertainty.17

B. Temporal response
At the onset of the compression phase in OMEGA cryo implo-

sions, the ions are expected to have a higher temperature than the
electrons, as ions are preferentially heated during the preceding
shock phase. By peak emission time, the ion and electron temper-
atures are expected to have equilibrated to within ∼10%.8 As the
electrons and ions do not start out in thermal equilibrium, a time-
resolved measurement within ∼6 independent bins is necessary to
properly constrain the hot-spot energy balance. As the x-ray emis-
sion histories are expected to be ∼70 ps FWHM, 20 ps temporal res-
olution is required. With this resolution, the thermal energy content
of the hot-spot as a function of time will be constrained.

Commercially available 1-mm thick BC-422 fast-rise scintilla-
tors were selected because they have been demonstrated to achieve
rise times <20 ps.18 For this paper, the rise time is taken to be ∼15 ps
although more accurate measurement of the rise would increase the
accuracy of the time resolution estimates. Given that BC-422 scintil-
lators have a slow decaying tail with ∼1.2 ns fall time, all of the infor-
mation is encoded in the rising edge and a deconvolution approach
must be used to recover the emission history. The light emission
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FIG. 1. An exploded view of the final filtering and scintillator design for the CryoPXTD. The scintillators will all be 1 mm thick. A bracket for scintillator light attenuation filters
is included, but for this design none are used. The scintillator light will be relayed to a shielded streak camera as shown in Fig. 3.

from the scintillators is transported through an optical relay to a
streak camera. This camera must be in a location that is shielded
from the emitted DTn to reduce the impact of direct neutron inci-
dence background. The effective temporal resolution of the entire
system will be impacted by the scintillator rise time, chromatic dis-
persion in the optical relay, and response of the streak tube and
camera.

As was investigated by Lerche et al.,19 the minimum tempo-
ral dispersion of the P510 tube–camera is ∼10 ps. Electron-optics
simulations of the Photek DS tube to be used for this diagnostic
show similar temporal broadening. Chromatic temporal dispersion

FIG. 2. (a) Peak normalized efficiency curves vs x-ray energy for each channel,
estimated as the total x-ray energy absorption in the scintillator behind each filter
stack. (b) The expected relative contribution to the signals vs x-ray energy for a Te

= 3 keV bremsstrahlung spectrum.

results as different wavelength photons from the scintillator emis-
sion spectrum take different times to traverse the optical relay. A
preliminary mechanical and optical design has been completed as
shown in Fig. 3. This design meets the spatial resolution require-
ment of 0.4 mm. The FWHM of the temporal spread resulting from
transporting the full scintillator spectrum through the relay is esti-
mated to be 20 ps. In combination with the 15 ps scintillator rise,
this is above the design requirement. By using a narrow band-pass
filter (Δλ ∼ 20 nm) situated in front of the streak camera, chro-
matic temporal dispersion can be reduced to 8 ps FWHM at the
cost of ∼1/2 of the signal photons. Assuming Gaussian broaden-
ing, the FWHM of the total system temporal dispersion is given
by
√

152 + 102 + 202ps ≈ 27 ps. Including the band-pass filter, the
total dispersion is reduced to

√

152 + 102 + 82ps ≈ 20 ps, satisfying
the physics requirement. All previous and subsequent design work
includes this bandpass filter reducing the signal level by 1/2.

FIG. 3. Preliminary engineering design of the CryoPXTD diagnostic on the OMEGA
target chamber with a light relay transporting the signal to a shielded streak
camera. The NTD can be seen in the background using a similar relay-camera
system.
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FIG. 4. Black points show Te(t) inferred from synthetic CryoPXTD data generated
for shot 84646. The solid red curve shows the result from directly fitting the sim-
ulated x-ray spectrum in the 10 keV–20 keV range. The simulated x-ray emission
history shape is shown in blue dashed line for reference.

C. Final design
The final proposed front-end design is shown in Fig. 1. The

results of generating synthetic CryoPXTD data and then analyzing
the data for Te(t) are shown in Fig. 4. Analysis of the synthetic Cry-
oPXTD data shows excellent agreement with the Te(t) inferred from
directly fitting the simulated x-ray spectrum in the 10 keV–20 keV
range. The error bars on the synthetic analysis are a combination of
statistical,16 calibration, and signal to noise contributions. Based on
the previously discussed calculations, the dominant source of uncer-
tainty at peak emission is noise. Work is underway at LLE to increase
shielding around the area that the camera will be located. This will
reduce the Te uncertainty at peak emission to below 5%.

III. PROTOTYPE TESTING
A prototype system was tested using a four-channel nosecone

and the existing NTD infrastructure.10 Similar to the design outlined
here, NTD uses a BC-422 scintillator coupled to a shielded streak
camera via an optical relay. A portion of the NTD relay and the
camera can be seen in Fig. 3. The prototype used a 100 μm Ti fil-
ter and Al filters 300 μm, 400 μm, and 500 μm thick. The fourth
channel was dedicated to measure the DTn emission history with
1 mm of tungsten. The DTn signal from cryo implosions is 20 times
higher amplitude than the core x-ray emission in the 10 keV–20
keV energy range. As the diagnostic settings are driven by the pri-
mary DTn emission history measurement, the x-ray signals have
poor statistics. In a dedicated system, signal statistics will be greatly
improved.

Data collected on OMEGA Cryo-DT shot 98768 are shown in
Fig. 5. Figure 5(a) shows the raw streak image, and Fig. 5(b) shows
line-outs from the streak image for each of the four channels zoomed
in temporally on the x-ray signal rise. The resulting x-ray emission
history is shown in Fig. 5(c). The fast rise of the scintillator emission
and, therefore, the peak of the x-ray emission history are well corre-
lated with the time of peak nuclear production, or DTn bang time.
The results of this test validate the proposed diagnostic technique

FIG. 5. (a) Streak image collected on OMEGA Cryo-DT implosion 98768 using a
four-channel design and the NTD infrastructure. (b) Signals shown in (a) zoomed
in on the x-ray component. The end of the laser pulse is included as a black dashed
curve, and the DTn bang time is indicated by the black vertical line. (c) The result
of deconvolving the impulse response from the sum of the line-outs in (b).

and verify that, in a dedicated diagnostic, the measured signals will
have sufficient statistics to infer Te(t) as this absolute signal level was
used in the previous design section.

Additional testing was done on room-temperature shock-
driven implosions. For these implosions, the x-ray emission levels
were much higher allowing simultaneous measurement of the DTn
and x-ray emission histories with good statistics. The raw streak
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FIG. 6. (a) Raw streak image collected on OMEGA shock driven DT-filled implosion
98811. (b) The result of analyzing the data shown in Fig. 6(a) for Te(t) is shown
as black points. The deconvolved x-ray and DTn emission histories are shown as
solid curves. Te(t), x-ray emission, and DTn emission histories from a HYADES
hydrodynamic simulation are shown as dashed curves.

image is shown in Fig. 6(a). From these high quality x-ray emis-
sion histories, Te(t) is inferred on the 40 ps time scale. The inferred
Te(t) as well as the total x-ray emission and DTn emission histo-
ries are shown in Fig. 6(b). The results of a hydrodynamic HYADES
simulation are also shown for reference. The simulated Te(t) shows
good agreement with the measurement. While the exact shapes of
the DTn and x-ray emission histories are not identical, the simula-
tion reproduces the measured 65 ps between the x ray and DTn bang
time.

On half of the prototype cryo measurements, an early time
signal of 20× higher amplitude is present. Due to its intermittent
nature, the source of this signal is likely not the implosion but rather
a diagnostic or hardware effect that needs to be identified and miti-
gated. On warm implosions, this signal was never present indicating
that it may be related to the cryo-specific hardware.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Proof-of-principle tests of the CryoPXTD concept have been

experimentally executed. Construction of the CryoPXTD diag-
nostic as outlined in this paper would allow measurement of
Te(t) with 20 ps time resolution and <10% uncertainty at peak

emission on OMEGA cryo implosions. Other filter configurations
can be designed for different implosion types and as LLE contin-
ues to improve cryo implosion performance. Plans already exist to
use this diagnostic for precision measurement of multiple nuclear
emission histories on NLUF experiments.
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